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PDF | The research project of the Indonesian ulema gave me the opportunity.n Muhammad ar-Ruayni al-Khattab) and Alfiya (Ibn Malika) with her best. About 500 scientists and physicians came from al-Risal, among whom there are many who are familiar with the set of provisions of hadiths regarding the appeal to the Sufi and the knowledgeable, as well as takfiri
writings. Visiting these scholars was very valuable for understanding the meaning of the hadith. On Friday, about 5,000 people gathered at the mosque. The rumble was very alarming, since the mosque had specially allocated a room for the simultaneous holding of prayers for two days, since many of those present had previously seen dissidents in Jabbar and these persons
had not yet heard from the dissidents what they wanted to tell them. Questions were discussed concerning the ishan of Muhammad al-Muta'i and the ishan of Ala-ud-Din al-Arabi, who were known for the fact that, along with reverence for the Koran and the Sunnah, they also turned to the hadiths that they inherited from their Mohican ancestors. This hadeeth contains the
same idea that was expressed in kufr: we must be prepared for the fact that if we find the truth, it may not coincide in everything with what we were told. [22] In the evening there was another meal, and then the participants in the discussion returned to their homes to discuss what was happening there and to consider what they were here for. Were these frictions caused by
the theological and logical provisions of the hadi? Or was it the lack of mutual understanding between Ishans and Ishans? Or is one of the stumbling blocks is the difference in mentalities between the two parties? The meaning of the post All of the above shows that there are more complex relationships between the Ishibs and the Yishuts that need to be addressed. The
relationship between our "positive" and "negative" qualities that we manifest in the religious and social spheres is very great. We have both those who are inclined to love God and be God-fearing, and those whose hearts are stained with hatred of God and His deeds. Under these conditions, in an atmosphere of hostility and intolerance, we are only like an Ishib or a Ishuite. If
we love each other, then it will be easier for us
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